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Agenda

• ISSAQUAH ISSUE

• C M G S

• CONTINUUM OF ALIGNMENT

• CONTEXT

• BRAIDING, BLENDING, ALIGNING



•COMPLIANCE

•MONITORING

•GUIDANCE

• SUPPORT



CONTINUUM OF ALIGNMENT

• ALL IN

• WORKING ON IT

• NOT YET



CONTEXT

• Voices in the room

• History – Culture – Environment

• Resources

• Infrastructure



BRAIDING, BLENDING, ALIGNING

• Team members

• Evaluation

• Process

• Communication, Coordination and Collaboration



NEW RESOURCE

• Go to PBIS.org

• Download Technical Guide for Alignment

• Courtesy of NTAC-PBIS



What is your alignment 
status?

All in
Working on it

Not yet



Does your state have 
shared staffing?

Yes
No
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Introduction to NCSI

The National Center for Systemic 
Improvement (NCSI) was funded by OSEP in 
2014 to support states in implementing their 
State Systemic Improvement Plans (SSIPs) 
and improving outcomes for children with 

disabilities and their families.
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Commitment to Coherence

• We know that systems are more effective when 
they are coherent

• Included in the center’s Conceptual Foundation is a 
commitment to “System Coherence,” and to 
supporting “organizational unity across divisions, 
departments, and programs to ensure coordinated, 
streamlined, and intentional interactions.”

• NCSI is ready to assist states to establish greater 
coherence within their agencies, particularly as 
related to the SSIP.
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Commitment to Coherence

• We also know that the road to coherence is 
a winding, bumpy one.

• Aligning initiatives, integrating programs, 
creating shared agendas, building 
relationships among staff across divisions, 
blending and braiding funds…this is all hard 
work that requires trust, time and 
energy.
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Connecting SPDG and SSIP

• And yet the rewards are great. 
• So what are some approaches to better 

connecting and possibly aligning SPDG and 
SSIP efforts?

• How might state agencies explore how 
these two important projects could support 
and leverage one another?
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POLL

To what extent are the SPDG and SSIP aligned in your state?

A. Not aligned at all...what is the SSIP again?
B. Somewhat aligned...we’ve had a few conversations about 

how the two may intersect.
C. Approaching alignment...we are in the process of making 

connections across projects.
D. Aligned...it has been an explicit expectation that SPDG 

and SSIP support one another.
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Connecting SPDG and SSIP: Questions to 
Consider

• Do the projects have shared goals?
• Do the projects have shared outcomes and 

associated measures? 
• Are the projects collecting and reporting 

similar data?
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Connecting SPDG and SSIP: Questions to 
Consider

• Are there common strategies and activities 
across projects?

• Are there shared staff across projects? 
Could there be?

• Are similar groups of stakeholders engaged 
in both projects? If projects involve 
different stakeholders, are there common 
high-level messages that could be shared 
with both groups? 
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Connecting SPDG and SSIP: Resources

Leading by Convening offers several tools 
that may be helpful in structuring dialogue 
with stakeholders internal and external to the 
SEA:

– Four Simple Questions
– Learn the Language: Make the Connection
– Engaging Everybody
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Leading by Convening

Leading by Convening is:
– A blueprint for authentic 

stakeholder engagement
– NCSI’s approach to 

engaging stakeholders
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Leading by Convening: Four Simple 
Questions
• Who cares about this issue and why?
• What work is already under way separately?
• What shared work could unite us?
• How can we deepen our connections?
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Leading by Convening: Learn the 
Language, Make the Connection
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Leading by Convening: Engaging 
Everybody
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Discussion

Let’s hear from you…

• What strategies have you used in your 
state to forge connections between SPDG 
and SSIP? 

• What barriers or challenges have you 
encountered?

{Please feel free to use the chat box or the 
phone line to share your responses.}
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Additional Support from NCSI

https://ncsi.wested.org/
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THANK YOU!
http://ncsi.wested.org |  @TheNCSI



Aligning SPDG, SSIP, & Local 
Initiatives Evaluation Plans in 

Nevada

Brent Garrett, PhD
Garrett Consulting, LLC

brent@bgarrettconsulting.net



Aligning NV SPDG and SSIP Initiatives

• Clark County School District (CCSD) began to implement Assess – Plan –
Teach, a K-3 literacy initiative in 2014-15

• The NV SPDG, funded in 2015, supports two initiatives
• Instructional Consultation, Assessment, and Teaming (ICAT)
• Assess – Plan – Teach in CCSD

• Phase II of the NV SSIP occurred in 2015-16
• The NV DOE will improve the performance of third-grade students with disabilities in 

CCSD on statewide assessments of reading/language arts through building the school 
district’s capacity to strengthen the skills of special education teachers in 
assessment, instructional planning, and teaching.



Evaluation Plans
• Clark County School District 
• Very limited resources
• Little evaluation infrastructure in place

• NV SPDG 
• Logic model             Evaluation Plan
• Project and evaluation designed using the five components of the SPDG Program 

Measure 1 Evidence-Based Professional Development Rubric as the foundation
• Resources available to support the development of an evaluation infrastructure

• NV SSIP
• Theory of Action             Logic Model            Evaluation Plan
• Improvement activities and evaluation plan used OSEP & TA&D Centers’ SSIP 

Phase II guidance documents as the foundation



Alignment of Evaluation Plans across Initiatives

• It was easy
• It just happened
• It’s Nevada, we just rolled the dice and hollered for a lucky 7
• Everyone was enthused and eager to begin new evaluation practices
• I just sat back and watched



Okay, Not Really…..

1. NV SPDG’s project director and evaluator provided input into the 
development of the NV SSIP Phase II plan, particularly in aligning 
SPDG and SSIP professional development evaluation activities. 

2. Initial meetings between CCSD, SPDG, and SSIP personnel stressed 
the needs for even more alignment.

3. We stopped using acronyms and federal funding/policy sources

SPDG SSIP APT



Challenge of Developing an Evaluation Infrastructure

• Even with SPDG resources, it’s never enough
• An evidence-based PD evaluation framework is comprehensive
• Selling and convincing very busy people to implement a 

comprehensive evaluation framework
• Started with the easy stuff, training evaluations (participant self-

report, training fidelity, use of adult learning principles, etc.)
• A lot of pushing, compromising, head scratching
• As relationships and trust develop, moved into more complicated 

discussions related to fidelity of intervention and student and school 
measures.



Current Infrastructure Outcomes

• One APT evaluation plan, one APT evaluation report
• From the one evaluation report, specific information is pulled to 

inform SSIP Phase III and SPDG APR reporting
• CCSD/APT has implemented a Google-based data collection system to 

track training, coaching, fidelity of intervention, and student 
outcomes, as well as using existing internal data sources
• CCSD/APT has instituted new and comprehensive evaluation practices
• CCSD/APT, SSIP, and SPDG staff meet regularly to review data and 

refine improvement strategies and/or evaluation practices as needed



Where We Are Now

• It is easier now than it was a year ago
• It did happen
• Everyone is sort of enthused and willing to implement the new 

evaluation practices
• I just sat back and nudged



Poll Question

• If you have aligned your SPDG & SSIP, or other policy alignments, 
what have been some challenges, or successes, you faced in this 
work?




